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How to Cope with a Cash Crisis

If you are hit with a serious money crisis and you find yourself scrambling around for emergency money, here’s how to assess your situation and get back on your feet.

All of a sudden and without warning, your roof begins to leak! Your hot water heater shuts down and your computer goes up in smoke, the clutch needs to be replaced in your car and your son decides to have his wedding on the Isle of Oahu – all of this within the same week!

As you sit, stunned and you ponder an exit strategy you receive a friendly letter from the IRS explaining that you miscalculated your taxes in 1996, and they now own your house.

This Kind of Money Emergency Requires your Immediate Attention
What do you do?

The above scenario looks like a money emergency of biblical proportions. You are afraid to open your front door for fear of finding a swarm of locusts!

Thank goodness, there are things you can still do to restore your financial life and equilibrium—and perhaps even fend off future misfortune—without having to sell your very soul.

Learning to Cope with a Money Emergency

Wherever there are money woes, you can be sure to find crippling emotional setback. Avoid it all you try, you might just as well begin to prepare for the devastating fiscal and the emotional fallout that is sure to come. You will need to cope very well with both if you hope to make a solid financial comeback.

Whenever a money emergency hits, it will be your ability to deal with the individual pitfalls that will hold you in good stead. It is when a series of financial hits come your way that the stress will tend to accumulate and make your life much more difficult to cope.

You will not be so overwhelmed when you can calmly and rationally look at each individual problem as it arises. If you sit back wringing your hands with worry and allow all of your emergencies to pile into one; you will find yourself down for the count.
Calm must take center stage. You must NEVER allow yourself the luxury of panic. There is no one there for you to just take over. You are all you have.

The more you panic, the less effective you will be. You need to keep a very clear head to be able to sit down and come up with an appropriate plan. Be aware of your own tendency to sabotage your plans further. It is only when you are at your most calm that you will be prepared to get to where you need to be and then overcome.

**Being Calm is the First Key to Managing a Money Emergency**

At even the first hint of a money emergency, it’s important not to act right away. If you do you will inevitably make a mistake! First, before you can manage your finances again, you have to first manage your emotions. You absolutely must regain your balance before you can even begin to make a plan.

If your money emergency demands that you act quickly, think first about seeking the advice of a debt counselor, money coach or financial planner. Whenever possible think about seeking out the aid of a financially perceptive friend or family member who can help you to come to a clearer perspective.

Remember the old adage that “two heads are always better than just one!” You won’t need to make a major cash investment if you’re strapped. Look for a planner who will give you a one-hour consultation for $150. Often times this will be all you will need to securely turn the corner.

**Time to Crunch some Numbers**

The first step toward establishing financial stability is to step back, take a deep breath and assess the damage. Possibly one of the bigger mistakes people make when they’re in a financial crisis is not being prepared to make a clear assessment of where they’re at.

You can easily become overwhelmed. However, totaling up the damage serves two important purposes. First, you need to know exactly how much you owe, how much money you have in hand and what it will take to cover the distance between the two. Second, you will want to avoid any other mishaps, such as penalties, further repairs, missed deadlines, etc.

If you are not properly prepared, you must become prepared on the spot. Any type of money crisis will catch you unaware and you will feel cornered. Wouldn’t it be ideal to be ready and waiting for the crisis? How likely is this to happen to you, though?

Most people will be at least somewhat prepared. If the crisis is not too dire, they will be able to handle it ok. Some will be sunk from the get go. The idea is to not be overwhelmed and to have a good plan of action, no matter how little or how a lot. You need to be entirely
prepared to deal with any sized setback.

Ideally, those unexpected expenses could be covered by the funds in the Irregular Expenses account in any good budget. Unfortunately, though, there is always a common problem. You might well have an emergency stash—but it’s most often depleted. This same problem affects the majority of us so take heart.

At about this time many people make the mistake of turning to plastic for relief. Resist this one. You will only be transferring your problems from one pocket to the other.

On the other hand, if you are sure you can handle using credit cards to deal with a cash emergency, you had better be sure you could pay them off when the time comes. Otherwise, why add yet another debt and another problem. Eventually, it will all catch up with you.

If you’re truly running while on your last leg, consider taking out a home equity line of credit. This will work for some. The interest is tax deductible, but those aren’t fixed rates. Be smart about this remedy, though. Unless you plan to pay back the amount you borrowed promptly, it can end up costing you more than you thought—especially if you’ve already depleted your own equity.

**The Idea is to Make a Smart Decision and not a Rash one**

Think well before borrowing from your 401(k) or IRA. There are loopholes that allow you to do so, but there are also hidden costs—never mind potential taxes, penalties and other consequences. Keep in mind that if you were to lose your job, you’d have to repay the loan immediately, or be taxed as though it was a withdrawal. This remedy could be very costly in the long run.
Increase your Cash Flow without Going Further into Debt

- Take on a hobby that you can translate into dollars. Can you walk a neighborhood dog? Teach basket weaving? Host a dining room? Baby-sit for your sister’s kids? Do Computer graphics? Consider which of your talents might be worth a few extra bucks and then go out there and do it.

- Take on a part-time job. The holidays are soon coming up, and many people supplement their salaries with part-time retail jobs. Just don’t spend it all on holiday gifts and be sure to bank it into your savings.

- Spend more wisely. We all have our own ways of wasting money. Now see how you can eliminate the ones that you wouldn’t miss. Just saving the dollar you would normally spend on that cup of coffee each day adds up.

- Borrow from a trusted friend or relative. The interest rate is low to nil, the cash is quick—but guilt is even higher. Be sure you have a plan for how you’re going to pay back the loan even before you approach them.

Nowhere to go but up

You can spend your precious time crying in your milk wondering why you have been singled out in this way or you can get busy and look at how this could have happened to you in the first place. You will need to face some tough answers if you want to avoid future financial crises.

Suffering a serious financial crisis is an excellent time to self-assess. Ask yourself where you went wrong, where you’re not paying attention—and how you might be setting yourself up for future financial setbacks. Understanding the answers to these important questions will help you out next time around should the same befall you.

Be prepared before the crisis starts. You won’t be able to anticipate every time a financial burden lands in your lap, but, if you want to be cushioned against it, you have to anticipate the unanticipated.

Be very careful. An emergency fund is set up for . . . emergencies. It’s not supposed to be depleted on a whim and every month. Take a closer look at your expenses these last few months, and if you have had to lean heavily on your emergency account to pad your budget, it’s time to rethink your money management issues and in a hurry.

Pay special attention. Take a page out of this lady’s book...she noticed that her towels were slightly singed when she took them out of the dryer one day. Instead of calling the repair guy, she shrugged it off—until the next load caused her entire house to go up in flames. We all have these same moments where we glimpse a potential crisis hovering on the horizon and do nothing until it is all too late. Pay attention to the smaller details and avoid the larger calamities.

Plan further ahead. Your clutch is likely going to give out every 80,000 miles or so. The roof
CAN GIVE OUT EVERY 15 TO 20 YEARS. A VACUUM CLEANER MIGHT GIVE UP THE DUST IN AS MUCH AS FIVE. AVOID THE OBVIOUS AND PAY EXCESSIVELY LATER. IT IS YOUR CALL.

YOUR FIVE-YEAR-OLD DESKTOP IS GETTING CREAKY. YOU COULD WAIT UNTIL IT DIES. HOWEVER, ACCORDING TO MURPHY’S LAW OF MONEY, IT WILL EXPIRE AT THE WORST POSSIBLE MOMENT. EITHER WAY, PAYING FOR A NEW COMPUTER MIGHT NOT BE PART OF THE BUDGET SO PLANNING AHEAD GIVES YOU SOME CONTROL OVER WHEN YOU TAKE THE HIT. START TO PLAN TODAY FOR WHAT YOU KNOW WILL BE COMING—COME HELL OR HIGH WATER. PLAN SMARTLY FOR THE INEVITABLE.
**START TO BUILD YOUR EMERGENCY FUND**

Finding money during an emergency can be very difficult if you fail to plan. Establish emergency savings in both good times and in bad. The chance is very good that you will be called upon to put out a sum of money on the spot and when you least expect it.

It is a very good rule of thumb to sock away three to six months’ living expenses. You can also use this same money when you’re faced with major, unplanned expenses such as a car that breaks down or much needed college funds.

The purpose of this type of savings plan is to put the money away consistently, and then tap into it for true emergencies. The success of this type of long-range savings plan will depend less on the rate of return than on, day-by-day, putting the money away and then leaving it there for a true emergency.

Lock it away and then hide the key.

People who are living on a fixed-income will have the toughest time setting aside money for emergencies. If you can manage to just squeeze out another $10 or $20 each month and sock it away into a money market account, it’s worth doing.

If you decide you need $2,000 in an emergency fund, look at what you can afford to sacrifice each month from your current budget and then look at that sum of money as a bill to pay yourself. Decide on a monthly amount and then put that same amount aside every month and then watch it grow.

Once you have reached your goal of $2,000 you’ll now be in the habit of putting away that extra set amount each month. Keep on doing it.

Financial planners echo the idea of treating your emergency fund as a bill. Put the money away each month, but don’t be tempted by the latest sale. You are not to touch the amount, except for in an emergency.

Putting money aside on your own is hard. Retirement plans are successful because the money comes out of your paycheck before you can get your hands on it and because there are taxes and penalties for early withdrawals.

Stashing money away in an easy access money market account takes discipline. Limit your access to the emergency fund. You can have immediate access to some of the money, but not all of it. The bulk of the fund is to be used, strictly, for emergencies and nothing else.

Once you have saved up about two months of living expenses, move one month of expenses to a one-month CD. When the CD matures, roll the principal and interest into another one-month CD. Your savings will grow well this way.

As you continue making regular payments to the emergency fund money market account, you will soon have another month of living expenses that can be used to invest in a two- or three-month CD. If you are wishing to set aside six months of expenses, continue the process until you can comfortably purchase a six-month CD. Your savings will accumulate quickly this way.
BUILDING YOUR EMERGENCY FUND

BEFORE YOU START STASHING AWAY YOUR MONEY FOR AN EMERGENCY, THE FIRST STEP IN BUILDING YOUR EMERGENCY FUND IS TO FIGURE OUT JUST HOW MUCH MONEY YOU HAVE TO PUT ASIDE IN THE FIRST PLACE.

PEOPLE OFTEN DON’T KNOW WHERE THEY’RE SPENDING THEIR MONEY. ONCE YOU CAN ACCOUNT FOR EVERY PENNY, IT’S A LOT EASIER TO DECIDE WHERE YOU CAN CUT BACK AND START TO SAVE.

YOU CAN’T ALWAYS ACCOUNT FOR EMERGENCIES SO IT IS MORE CRITICAL TO BUILD THE FUND AS FAST AS POSSIBLE.
SAY GOOD-BYE TO CREDIT CARDS

ONE OF THE BEST WAYS TO SAVE MONEY THE FASTEST IS TO CLIP UP ALL OF THOSE EXPENSIVE CREDIT CARDS.

Credit cards are perhaps one of the most expensive forms of money. A very good rule of thumb is, unless you pay off your credit card bills each month, don’t use the cards for anything you can either eat or wear.

Another good rule of thumb is to consolidate your debt. If you have several credit cards, each at different rates of interest, why not fold them into a home equity loan and then write off the interest payments? This is a good way to begin an emergency savings fund.

HERE ARE SOME GOOD SUGGESTIONS FOR BUDGET TRIMMING THAT CAN WORK FOR JUST ABOUT EVERYONE:

When mortgage rates are especially low—consider refinancing your mortgage and, while you’re at it, your car loans, too.

When you live in an area that has good public transportation, see if you can get by on one car instead of two.

Make your current car last. With good maintenance, you will be able to replace it every six to eight years instead of every three years.

Do a periodical energy check on the house. Replace all essentials such as cracked storm windows and renew the weather stripping.

Cancel subscriptions to magazines or newspapers that you’re not reading.

Eat out less often and learn to be creative using leftovers. If you stop for a morning cup of coffee at the local Deli, make coffee at home.

For the kids weekly allowance cut it back. Explain to them that every member of the family needs to contribute to the emergency fund for it to work.

REMEMBER, TOO, THAT YOU WILL BE TEACHING YOUR KIDS TO BE FRUGAL AND TO DEVELOP GOOD SPENDING HABITS.

Saving money on your own brings many rewards, and like most other things, it becomes easier over time. In the end, your entire family will have peace of mind that comes from knowing you have financial resources set up and ready for when times are the toughest. The sacrifices you make now will be realized when you need the most comfort as a family.
PAINLESS WAYS TO FIND MONEY FOR AN EMERGENCY

If your plan for money for your next emergency is to scoop up the change that falls between the cushions, you might want to come up with a plan to add to that stash. It is always a good idea to have a little extra green for the lean times. Rainy days could be just around the corner. Rainy day funds become necessary! Here are some very clever and virtually painless ways to put aside some money now!

Put aside a large envelope, cookie tin, coffee jar or something similar. At the end of every week, throw a couple of dollars aside. By the end of your first month you should have some extra cash put aside to have a nice start on an emergency fund. The idea to doing this is don’t count it or spend it. Place it somewhere that is hidden away. Put it somewhere that you won’t be tempted to dip into it. This kind of money really adds up!

The next time you treat yourself or your family to a meal out, tip yourself! Just as you go to tip the waitress 15 to 20 percent, put the same amount aside for yourself. When you get home, stash it away in your cookie jar. Every time you go through a fast food window, put a dollar away for that cookie jar, too!

The next time you get a good raise, instead of applying it to your cost of living, bank it! This way you will always be living one raise behind and your bank account will be growing by some 3 percent.

Take advantage of that cash back option! Next time you make a purchase using your debit card, ask for a small amount of cash back. Instead of spending it, stash it away in your cookie jar! Chances are you won’t even miss that extra $1, $2 or $5 bill and come emergency time, you will notice how the amount has piled up.

Next time you pay off that big-ticket item like a new car or tuition, continue to make the payments to yourself! Set up a savings account and each month slip the ghost payment into it. Watch as it builds nicely.

If you have noticed that you can get a better long distance telephone plan and you want to switch, allocate the savings to your cookie jar. You won’t likely miss that little bit of extra money, and you will have a better telephone plan, too.

Consider joining a Christmas club. You will save a lot of money. Each year you put aside a bit of money and place it into a hamper program. Then, as Christmas rolls around you don’t need to scramble looking for Christmas cheer to share with your family. Your hamper arrives filled to the brim with all kinds of seasonal goodies that you paid for over the previous year. You can easily put aside $50 each year towards your emergency fund this way and you and your family will enjoy a hassle free Christmas.

Sign up for a grocery shopping membership card. At the bottom of your store receipt, you will see a print out that states how much you save each week. It really adds up. You can easily save an average of $15 on each weekly grocery trip. Add that amount, each week, to your savings cookie jar.

Did you enjoy your tax refund this year? Sure you did, we all did. That’s because of the new
TAX LAWS. MANY PEOPLE WILL HAVE A LITTLE EXTRA MONEY COMING THEIR WAY AFTER APRIL 15. DECIDE TO DEPOSIT THAT EXTRA MONEY RIGHT AWAY INTO YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT OR CASH IT AND THEN STASH IT. SURE YOU CAN COME UP WITH PLENTY OF WAYS YOU CAN USE THAT MONEY NOW, BUT PUT IT AWAY FOR LATER. YOU MIGHT NEED IT EVEN MORE LATER.

IF YOU ARE A RESPONSIBLE SPENDER, TAKE OUT A CREDIT CARD THAT REWARDS YOUR LOYALTY. WHEN YOU PAY OFF THE BILL EVERY MONTH, USE A CARD THAT PROMISES A CASH REWARD AND BANK THE MONEY. USE YOUR REWARD CREDIT CARD SMARTLY AND YOU COULD END UP WITH A VERY NICE WINDFALL FOR YOUR RAINY DAY FUND.

PUT ASIDE A LARGE MOUTHEDB JAR IN THE KITCHEN. IT IS VERY LIKELY THAT YOUR PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS HAD ONE. AT THE END OF EACH WORKDAY SIMPLY EMPTY YOUR POCKETS OR CLEAN OUT YOUR CHANGE PURSE. ALL THE CHANGE GOES INTO THE JAR. WHO WANTS TO CARRY AROUND ALL THAT DEAD WEIGHT, ANYWAY? YOUR SPARE CHANGE ADDS UP A LOT FASTER THAN YOU THINK. WHILE YOU ARE AT IT, ADD AT LEAST ONE BILL TO YOUR CHANGE JAR AT THE END OF EACH WEEK. AIM FOR A $20!

IS IT TIME TO GIVE UP THAT NASTY SMOKING HABIT? IMAGINE THE MONEY YOU WILL SAVE! IF YOU ARE NOT QUITE READY TO QUIT AT LEAST CUT BACK BY HALF. PUT THE SAVINGS EACH DAY INTO YOUR CHANGE JAR AND WATCH IT OVERFLOW!

CONVERT TO A COIN-OPERATED LAUNDRY. KEEP A JAR ON YOUR WASHER AND DRYER AND EVERY TIME YOU GO TO DO A LOAD OF LAUNDRY, SLIP IN A COIN OR TWO. THIS ADDS UP MONTH BY MONTH.

THE NEXT TIME YOU GO TO RETURN A MOVIE RENTAL ON TIME, PAY YOURSELF THE LATE FEE. YOU WILL SEE HOW QUICKLY THAT $1.50 TO $4 CAN ADD UP.

IF YOU YEARN TO LOOSE SOME WEIGHT, TRY REWARDING YOURSELF THE COST OF THE ITEM THAT YOU DO WITHOUT EACH DAY. PUT THAT MONEY INTO YOUR CHANGE JAR. YOU WILL LOOK GREAT AND YOU WILL BE SAVING FOR A RAINY DAY!

PLACE A LARGE JAR BY THE TELEPHONE. EVERYONE MUST DROP IN A COIN TO MAKE A CALL. ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE EMERGENCY FUND. THIS ONE WORKS!

EMERGENCIES ALWAYS CROP UP. THEY ARE ALWAYS GUARANTEED, UNLIKE THE MONEY TO DEAL WITH THEM. BE PREPARED AND PLAN!
**Every Day Ways to Save Money for an Emergency**

When you think about it, there are a good many ways to save those precious pennies. Some ways will require some sacrifice, while others will require little before thought.

The point is to be forever mindful of saving those extra pennies and before you know it, you will have saved up a tidy sum.

- **Spend less money than you earn each week.**
- **Seek out a higher paying job.**

- **Keep your job skills sharp and up-to-date so that when a new opportunity comes up, you will be on your toes and first in line.**
- **Adjust your lifestyle to always spend a bit less.**

- **Create a firm financial budget to encourage saving.**
- **If you must use credit cards/cut up those you can do without.**

- **If you must use credit cards, pay them all down in full each month.**
- **If you have credit card debt at high rates, consolidate at once.**

- **Figure out a way to lower your student loan payments.**
- **Just say NO to spending money whenever possible.**

- **Lower your expenses, one by one.**
- **Stop purchasing items that you can do without.**

- **Forego purchasing non-essential items.**
- **Refinance your mortgage or debt at a much lower rate.**

- **Refinance your car loan at a much lower interest rate.**
- **Find cheaper insurance rates/then switch over.**

- **Use coupons to shop with. Don’t purchase without a discount coupon.**
- **Wait for things to first go on sale before buying. Take advantage of catalog saving**
CERTIFICATES.

• Don’t buy an item just because it is on sale.
• Buy generic or non-name brand merchandise as much as possible.
• Wait for prices to fall to a discounted rate before buying (applies especially to electronics items).
• Reward yourself for saving money. Enjoy as your debt shrinks and your investments grow.
• Drive used cars or leases rather than brand new cars.
• Reduce your auto insurance.
• Don’t eat out as much as you’d like to.
• If you do eat out, buy gift certificates for half price meals.
• Buy only discount magazines.
• Do more stay in activities at home.
• Invest the money you save to earn even more.
• Create a plan to save $200 each month (as much as you can manage.) Never miss the monthly savings payment to yourself and try to find ways to increase it.
• Don’t spend money just because you have it.
• Look into getting a better quality education.
• Stay very busy – you will have less time to spend money.
• Find an interesting hobby to occupy your time and stop you from spending money.
• Find a hobby that you can turn into earnings.
• Stop smoking and bank the savings.
• Go on a sensible diet and lose weight. You will save money on food, look and feel better, and your long-term healthcare costs should fall dramatically.
• Look carefully at how you spend and save your money.
• **Learn how to manage your finances by reading financial publications.**

• **Increase the amount of money you earn through a second job, promotion, new job, investments, etc.**

• **Don’t try to compete with your friends and neighbors. Be satisfied with what you have.**

• **Don’t compare yourself to your friends and neighbors. Be happy being you.**

• **Sell your car and take the bus to work if you can.**

• **Contribute the maximum each year to your 401K or to an IRA.**

• **Buy dental insurance before you need it.**

• **Buy health insurance before you need it.**

• **Paying down your debt is also a way to save money (it saves you from a debt payment and brings you closer to having money to invest).**

• **Switch to lower your telephone bill.**

• **Lower your cable bill by deleting pay channels or switch to satellite.**

• **Earn extra money by completing short surveys online.**

• **Practice restraint at all times.**

• **Be patient when bargain shopping.**

• **Start saving money today!**

• **Don’t give up -- put just $10 aside, today!**
MORE CREATIVE WAYS TO SAVE MONEY

• Shop for clothing at thrift shops (especially for young kids). Look for gently worn or even new clothes for 1/10 the price of new (or less).

• Pay your bills online. It’s protected and you can save with stamps.

• Put your kids on the school bus rather than driving them to school.

• Slipcover or reupholster older furniture for a quick update rather than buying expensive new furniture.

• Refinish furniture and/or decorate with new paint. Use older and broken furniture to make a unique piece.

• Take your lunch to work every day! Make your meals in bulk and then freeze them in smaller containers to save even more money.

• Buy a bread maker to make your own bread. This is much cheaper than $2.00 a loaf, and tastes terrific!
• Shop for dented canned goods and outdated toiletries at salvage grocery stores.

• Read magazine subscriptions at the library or buy them at the thrift shop for $.25 to $.50 after someone else has read them.

• Stop drinking expensive sodas and make Kool-Aid or decaffeinated iced tea, instead.

• Cancel expensive telephone options like call waiting.

• Check out library books instead of buying expensive new titles.

• When you wash your hair every day don’t lather twice. Saves shampoo!

• Change your eating habits and avoid expensive, processed foods.

• Exercise and eat right to keep your doctor bills down.

• Brush and floss your teeth to keep the dentist bill down.

• Keep up on regular auto maintenance and avoid costly repair.

• Mend your clothing instead of buying new clothes.
• Buy only clothing that does not require dry cleaning.
• Take care of your own nails. Avoid manicures.

    Simplify your hairstyle – wear a hairdo that doesn’t require much maintenance.
• Get at least 3-6 quotes when shopping for items over $100.
• Develop self-control and simplify your life if possible.
• Buy only inexpensive, no-name drugstore cosmetics.

• Cut your dryer sheets in half.
• Buy generic over the counter medicine rather than name brand items when possible.
• Buy generic baby wipes, diapers, and formula, anything you can for the baby.
• Look for quality, name brand clothing at garage sales in more affluent neighborhoods.
• Find fashionable clothing in the sale departments of stores like the Gap and Stitches.
• Keep in fashion by finding basic colored tees and skirts and then add cheaper, trendy accessories.
• Buy baby clothes privately from someone that has an older child (one year older) than yours. You can find good quality clothing cheaper this way.

    When you get change back from a purchase put it in the piggy bank. Always give the cashier whole dollars, not the exact amount. In a few months, you will have “found” money that can be used for an emergency fund.
• You can save money by shopping for groceries in the “bulk foods” aisles in your grocery store.

• Bulk up in the wintertime. You don’t need the heat above 68 degrees in the winter inside your house. Wear warm clothes and socks/slippers while in the house.
• Use all plastic bags you receive at the grocery store for trash bags.
• Some grocery stores give you a 5-cent credit per bag if you bring your own bags. Pennies add up over time.

• Instead of buying a new house, rent to own. The payments are cheaper.

• Install a water softener. It might be expensive to start up, but in the long run, you use less shampoo/conditioner on your hair and it saves your appliances (pipes, iron, washing machine, dish washer, kettle and hot water tank) from clogging up with lime scale.

• Breastfeed your children!

• Save money when shopping next time at the supermarket by remembering to check the lower items nearer to floor level as they are often much cheaper than those at eye level. Also, resist the temptation to purchase extra items at the checkout such as magazines and candy bars.

• When you receive a gift that you are sure you won’t use, re-gift! The next time you will need to buy a gift – give away one of your own.

• Buy, slaughter and butcher your own cow. The average cost of the meat is $1.00 per pound.

• Hand-pick your own fruits and vegetables in season. They are less expensive and better quality foods.

• The next time you yearn to see a movie wait to see it on DVD at the video store.

• Quick braking, cornering, and accelerating (speeding) will eat your gas up considerably. Never let your fuel needle go below a ½ tank, or fill it up when you drive it to “Empty”. Nickel and diming your gas tank gets you no where fast!

THRIFTY WAYS TO SAVE MONEY

Saving for an emergency need not be a chore when you are making a good effort to put money aside constantly. Be in a mood of saving and watch as that bank account accumulates.

• Instead of buying a new DVD, save money by trading with family and friends. Once a month do the rounds and before you know it, you will have a new library of good movies to enjoy.

• Plant a small garden each spring, with just the vegetables that you really like. Even a small effort every day can save you dollars usually spent on fresh vegetables at the produce market.
• Buy your bread and other bakery items at the local thrift bread store.

• Check your local library for the newest DVD/video releases and then rent three for $2.00 for two days.

• Read your local newspapers online.

• Search eBay for big ticket items and then save literally hundreds on computers, DVD players, etc.

• Keep track of the cost of items you buy a lot and get them at the cheapest store, like cleaning supplies at Family Dollar, pet food at Wal-Mart, etc.

• Make a conscious effort to combine tasks that require driving some place, so you will get the most out of your mileage.

• For your friends and family who do not feel slighted by this, send e-mail cards for holidays, birthdays and as thank you cards. In addition, e-mail family and friends who live far away, instead of calling long distance.

• Get rid of your monthly fee long distance service, and just use an access code when you do call, which is infrequently anyway and inexpensive.

• Decide which satellite channels you could do without, and give up a few shows you really like. You can save more than $20.00 on your monthly bill.

• When you buy vegetables, fruits and bread at the grocery store check the reduced-for-quick-sale carts and shelves first.

• Change the oil in your vehicles yourself.

• Save money when buying clothes for the following year at the end of the season / during the off season. You can get great mark down prices.

• Each evening take the spare change from your pockets or periodically clean out your purse and toss the coins aside. Never take any money back until the end of the year. Then take all of the coins to the bank and exchange them for cash. You’ll be surprised to find out they’ve added up to $50, $100 or even $200.

• “Take care of your cents, and then your dollars will take care of themselves.”

• Bike to work in good weather instead of driving to save on gas.

• Eat a few hearty vegetarian meals each week.
• Shop garage sales for a great source of household items, books, clothing, and furniture.

• Don’t buy bottled water! Buy a good water-filter and drink tap water.

• By the end of each day put all of your change into an empty coffee can. Then roll coins as you watch TV or listen to the radio. This will add up to hundreds of dollars very quickly and gives you something good to do with your hands to relax.

Save money by reducing your energy costs. Energy can be the number two or three expense, along with the cost of rent or mortgage and food.

Switch every single bulb to compact florescent bulbs. They may be expensive but they last for years (no more replacements) and tend to use about 10-20% of the energy of regular bulbs. Buy one each time you make a shopping trip, starting in the high traffic areas of the house like the kitchen or stairway until you no longer have any incandescent bulbs left.

If you own your home, seriously consider switching any electric heating appliances to natural gas such as the hot water heater, furnace, stove or dryer. Electricity can be used for almost any device, and you pay a hefty premium on electricity for that. Gas is very efficient for heating devices; it heats up much quicker and wastes far less energy.

Do all of your laundry in cold water. Most modern detergents are just as effective in cold water as in hot water. Also, make sure any laundry that you do is a complete and full load - it takes the same amount of energy as a tenth of a load.

Try this trick with your dryer: Put it on for 20 minutes, and then put it on “air fluff” for 15 minutes. Your clothes are already hot with the water coming off as vapor and you’ll find although it takes about 20% longer, you save about 50% of the energy costs of your dryer.

In the colder months when you need to use your furnace, turn the heat on to your desired temperature. When the furnace turns off (your house has been heated to temperature), turn the thermostat to the off position. If you feel cold, check the thermostat. If you 5 degrees below your desired temperature, turn the thermostat on again to your desired temperature.

Often furnaces will kick in and out to maintain your desired temperature, but furnaces are far more efficient when they are in the heat cycle for longer periods. You’ll save about 50% on your furnace costs, even 30% over having a high-tech digital thermostat. Of course keep it completely off when you’re out of the house.

If you ever leave the house for the weekend or longer, unplug everything. That alarm clock or VCR blinking or DVD on standby still take power. If you’re leaving the house for a week, you will save real money by just unplugging all of these devices- and you’ll protect your home from fire risks should there be a malfunction or power surge.

Keep your fridge and freezer as full as possible. The fewer airspaces in your fridge, the less time it takes for your fridge or freezer to cool the air. Don’t have much money for food? Just buy a bunch of bread and throw it in the freezer, you usually can get bread cheaper when you
BUY IT IN LARGE QUANTITIES ANYWAY.

IF YOU REALLY NEED A MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION MAKE UP A SMALL GROUP MAYBE WITH THREE PEOPLE TO DIVIDE THE COSTS. THEN EACH PERSON CAN KEEP THE MAGAZINE FOR ONE WEEK.

SAVE MONEY BY THROWING AWAY ANY CATALOGS OR MAGAZINES WHICH TEMPT YOU TO BUY SOMETHING.

CEREAL CAN BE FROZEN AND IT KEEPS FOR A VERY LONG TIME. BEFORE THAT, WE COULD NEVER EAT IT FAST ENOUGH AND HAD TO THROW IT AWAY WHEN IT WAS STALE. WHEN YOU POUR MILK ON IT, YOU WOULD NEVER KNOW THAT IT HAD BEEN FROZEN. I HAVE NOT YET FOUND A CEREAL THAT TASTED BAD FROM THE FREEZER.

DON’T THROW AWAY YOUR EMPTY BAGS OF MILK. INSTEAD CUT THEM OPEN AND WASH THEM. You can use them as baggies. THEY ALSO KEEP FROZEN FOODS FRESH WHEN USED WITH A SEALER.

SAVE MONEY BY PREPARING YOUR GROCERY LIST BY PLANNING MENUS FOR THE COMING WEEK AND BUY ONLY WHAT IS ON YOUR LIST.

BORROW DVDs FROM FRIENDS AND FAMILY INSTEAD OF RENTING.

SET your WASHER TO THE SHORTEST WASH SETTING POSSIBLE. INSTEAD OF WASHING YOUR CLOTHES FOR 10 MINUTES PUT IT ON FOR 5 MINUTES. IT SAVES ON YOUR ELECTRIC BILL AND ON YOUR CLOTHES WEAR AND TEAR.

PICK UP THE PENNIES, DIMES AND NICKELS FOUND ON THE SIDEWALKS OR IN PARKING LOTS. Add it to the jar of loose change you are saving and by the end of the year you can add this money to your emergency fund.

FOSTER THE PRACTICE OF TEAM SPORTS IN YOUR KIDS. THE MORE TIME YOU SPEND WITH YOUR KIDS PLAYING SPORTS, THE LESS TIME AND MONEY THEY WILL SPEND AT THE SHOPPING MALL.

TO SAVE MONEY ON GAS, DON’T FILL THE GAS TANK TO THE BRIM SINCE THE EXTRA WEIGHT OF THE GASOLINE TAKES EXTRA TOLL ON ENGINE POWER. TAKE OUT ALL ITEMS IN THE TRUNK WHICH ARE NOT IMPORTANT TO REDUCE VEHICLE WEIGHT.

WATCH OTHER PEOPLES’ BUDGET-CONSCIOUS MOVIES. Buy your own jar of popcorn and add your own seasonings.

TURN OFF THE HEAT AT NIGHT AND SLEEP WITH A HOT WATER BOTTLE. THIS WORKS FINE IN A SMALL APARTMENT, BECAUSE IT HEATS UP QUICKLY. FOR PEOPLE WITH LARGER HOUSES, TURNING THE HEAT DOWN SHOULD WORK WELL, TOO.

IF YOU MUST DRINK A SPECIALTY COFFEE, ESPRESSO SEEMS LIKE A LUXURY ITEM, BUT BECAUSE IT’S GROUND FINER, AND YOU USE LESS, THE COFFEE LASTS LONGER.

SHOP EBAY FOR THINGS LIKE RAZORS, LOTIONS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, BABY FORMULA, DIAPERS, ETC. IF YOU CAN PLAN AHEAD, YOU WILL SAVE.

EACH PAY PERIOD SET ASIDE ANY AMOUNT THAT YOU HAVE BUDGETED FOR BUT DID NOT NEED TO SPEND. FOR INSTANCE, YOU MAY HAVE ANTICIPATED THAT $50 WOULD BE NEEDED TO MAINTAIN YOUR CAR, BUT
only had to spend $30. Take the “extra” $20 and put it into your savings account.
That One Simple Word—Savings

When you hear that one, simple word, do you feel a deep sense of guilt? Of course you do – we all do. That is because, like most Americans, 75% of respondents said they knew that their savings, targeted for retirement, were insufficient.

That’s cause for distress, perhaps, but not nearly as remarkable as the discovery that how much you save now has very little to do with how rich you are, today. This is so true in fact, that the middle-income earners managed to save less than the lower-income earners in that same study. Now this is remarkable when you think about it. Those with less saved more! What is the secret to their savings success?

For those of us who scrimp and save endlessly and with so little to show for it, these statistics are both annoying and embarrassing! It also means you have no excuse for inadequate savings.

The bottom line here is this: You just have to save, regardless! That means for every $10 you earn, you MUST sock away at least $1 in savings. Does not sound to be too difficult, right? WRONG!

UNLESS you have an iron clad savings plan, you will not save a single red cent! The trick is in the purpose and the plan!

WHAT IS YOUR EMERGENCY PLAN?

ARE YOU READY TO START A GOOD SAVINGS PLAN?

You are ready but you feel at a loss as to how you will come up with that extra money. You are already barely eking out a living. You can manage if you train yourself to think differently. That is the first part of any good plan. You have to think right. If you don’t think right towards your money, you won’t be able to manage it.

Your First Step: Rethink how you think about money

Saving money is a calm state of mind. Before you can even begin, you have to say NO to all of the spending—and stop thinking that you actually need all the stuff you’re spending all of your hard-earned money on. Just don’t spend.

That is simple enough! Say NO to all of the excuses and reasons for why you feel you MUST spend. Tell yourself, NO MORE EXCUSES, PERIOD! The very next time you want to buy something, take the $50 or $100 out of your wallet, instead and stash it away somewhere. Do you see the logic? That’s why you call saving. You don’t end up with stuff; you end up with the hard-earned MONEY.
Another new way of thinking will be to think of frugality as your savior. Become a confirmed cheapskate and do as your most frugal friends do. Pay special note to the fact that frugal friends fix the shower curtain instead of buying a new one. Sit down with Depression-era relatives and ask about how they made ends meet despite even desperate times. You want to learn to economize.

The next step in rethinking is to become inspired. Spend all of your spare time online and search out those frugal Web sites. Look at “Living Cheaply,” “Frugal Living” and “Voluntary simplicity.” You’ll find a ton of good Web sites devoted to living on less, such as: thefrugalshopper.com, simpleliving.net and frugaliving.com.

Learn to turn shopping time into activity time. Go for a bike ride, walk down memory lane, take the kids to the park; do anything and everything that you can to take your mind off shopping and spending. It works!

Step # 2: Time to Save!

There are any number of creative ways to live on less. However, you don’t want to make your life miserable. Here are some great ways to economize without missing quality of life.

Don’t think too much about it – just do it! Direct deposit is now your best friend! Your money is whisked away into your IRA, 401(k) or money market account—and you don’t have to do a thing to make it happen. Just drop by your payroll department and/or your bank and fill out the forms. Do it today.

Eat meatless some of the time. Go veggie. Prepare just three meatless days a week (without substituting pricey fish) and you could save $25 a week, which equals $100 a month, which equals $1,200 a year! Beans: You will learn to love them.

Play the money game. Whenever you get a $5 bill, put it aside for later. Alternatively, do the same with ones, with quarters or even all your spare change. You’ll have a nest egg built up before you even miss a nickel.

Never spend the extras. Save all of your income-tax refund, your holiday money from the folks, the $20.38 overpayment check from the telephone company and any other extras and save every penny.

Negotiate and Haggle. You will be impressed by who will drop their prices, fees and interest rates: airlines, hotels, credit card companies, and even computer/appliance/rug salespeople. Before you even think about paying full price: Haggle a bit first.

Re-evaluate your money before you spend. That dinner out for the family will cost more than you spend on groceries in a week. That fancy pair of shoes is worth half the cost of a commuter pass. Learn what your money is worth to you, and you won’t be so quick to dispose of it.

Don’t overpay on your taxes. Yes, you love to get a big refund from the IRS every spring. The fact is, though, you’re effectively lending money to the government and interest-free. Go through your tax return and see if you can hold out until Dec. 31 to maybe get a $150 refund. That way you can use your money NOW should you need it for an emergency and bank the refund when you get it later.
Decide to raise your insurance deductibles. Reassess each of the deductibles for your various kinds of insurance. If you can raise them at all, your premiums will drop.

Bring your mortgage costs down. Look at whether or not the rate is too high. If it is, look to refinancing – this will save you money. Now, let’s look at the private mortgage insurance (PMI) you’ve been paying because you didn’t have enough money to make a 20% down payment. If the equity in your home is greater than 22%, make sure that it is cancelled. It’s the law. Finally, pay up on your mortgage. If you can manage an extra $100 per month, you will save thousands in interest costs over the long haul.

Toss out those nasty, glossy catalogs. The best-known form of spending temptation known to man or woman is the catalogs. Sure they are fun and look good, but are they worth the risk of spending? Chuck them straight out into the trash.

Refuse those unnecessary fees. Like the $2.50 you pay just because the ATM is right there, right now as opposed to walking two blocks to your bank, where you don’t get charged at all every time you use your cash card. Alternatively, how about the late fees for returning videos? These really add up. Don’t forget those fat charges banks hit you with when you write a check that, well, bounces.

Clean it yourself. I’ve discovered a very cool trick: When a clothing label says, “Dry Clean Only,” I wash it. On the other hand, dab out that little mustard stain with an old-fashioned cleaning device cleverly known as a sponge.

Don’t pay for a pro. If you can fix the neighbor’s garage door and she can paint the kitchen: go for it and save.

Put your raise in the bank. Put that tiny 3% to 5% boost in the paycheck on your direct deposit and live on your previous salary.

Pay smart for long-distance. Evaluate all of the different telephone plans for value. Pay attention to what you are currently paying per minute. Some dial-around codes or cheap calling cards (one without a surcharge per call) may give you a better rate. Not only will you save, but also you may find you won’t need to speak to Alvin in Schenectady so often.

Just buy the basics for the pets. Say no to pet pampering. Does your dog need those t-bone snacks? Does your cat need that rabbit-fur-lined toy? Probably not.

Vow never again to pay full price. The next time you must shop, hop onto the World Wide Web. Look for eBay, half.com and craigslist.org for excellent sources of “lightly used” goods—everything from books to jewelry to office furniture—even the entire first season of Star Trek on video.

When you are focused on being savings minded, you’re thinking about money changes. Before you know it, you have substantial savings.
SMART TIPS FOR LIVING ON A BUDGET

Regardless of the time in history and no matter what the current state of the economy, no matter what the current trends are, no matter what the unemployment rate is or where interest rates are, some money-saving ideas always work and stay true.

Big changes come from small steps and if you determine to put even one of these many savings secrets into place, you will see big change in your life. You will now learn a variety of savings tips. You will learn how to best place your hard-earned money in a variety of down-to-earth ways. What you will learn about will set you up nicely in your day to day life.

Money Saving Tip #1:

The great Albert Einstein once said, “It takes a genius to see the obvious.”

Let these wise words guide you today. What he meant by that is that sometimes the simpler things in life are the most powerful … but because they are so obvious, we tend to ignore them, and not let them work for us.

One of the most powerful money making ideas is this: keep a daily diary of everything you spend. Go to the dollar store, buy a little book, and carry it with you wherever you go. Write down every penny – each single penny - you spend. It’s just as simple as that.

If you do this one thing, you will find that something magical happens in your financial life in only a few weeks.

There is something incredibly powerful about writing down each of your expenditures. It makes the flow of money through your life more realistic and exacting. It shows you simply and clearly just exactly where you are spending your money, on what and why. Once you know this, it becomes much easier to control your spending. You will feel empowered with self-control and this will encourage saving.

Many people who have taken up this practice have not only learned something about themselves, which they never before understood, but they are often astounded by the simplicity of the lesson learned.

For example, a person could realize through examining their notebook that they actually spent nearly $1,000 throughout the year on diet soft drinks, snacks and candy bars! Since their job only brings in $20,000 per year, they realized that 5% of their entire income was being frittered away on something entirely frivolous. The person gave up the snacks and drinks, and found they had enough money to go on vacation the following year. If you had the choice between snacks and a much-needed vacation, which would you choose? Of course you would choose the vacation, we all would.

The point is, it was their daily expense log that helped achieve the insight and clarity they needed to realize control of their finances. That’s what a simple spending record will do for you - it will give you much needed control over your spending, and thus your financial life.
There may be nothing but a 75-cent notebook and a ballpoint pen between your life of financial struggle and financial freedom.

Money Saving Tip #2:

Stop deficit spending! We all know how Uncle Sam has been creating debt—spending more money than our country takes in. It’s called deficit spending. Well, don’t do the same! The same rules apply to you and me. Using those nasty little plastic cards may be the “American Way,” but it’s a debt making way and creates plenty of fools each new day.

Today, the average credit card holder is carrying around $8,000 in plastic debt!

Spending yourself into such debt with a credit card is certainly very easy, as many of you already know. The reason is psychological. When you give that clerk a credit card, it’s just not the same as handing over a stack of green dollar bills. Would you as readily hand over a pocketful of ten-dollar bills as toss a credit card across a counter? Probably not. This one is a no-brainer for most!

Credit cards put you in debt and keep you there. Even for people with good incomes, paying your credit card debt down to zero can be amazingly difficult. In addition, make no bones about it; credit card debt will sap your financial strength just as readily as an open vein will deplete your physical body of its very life force. Using a credit card by choice can quickly turn to using it for need. Once you get to that point, you are already in trouble and it becomes time to get some help.

There is no secret in freeing yourself from the credit card game. You must take out a pair of scissors today, cut your cards in half, and begin paying them back, slowly but surely. Be sure to always pay more than the minimum amount due, even if it is only $10 more.

Once you stop adding to the debt, even small payments will eventually, add up. You can get out of debt, if you are patient and self-disciplined. Once your cards are history, you must adopt a strict pay-as-you-go policy. Instead of buying now and paying later, save now and buy when you have the full amount. This is key to being able to save.

Once again, stopping credit-oriented consuming is one of the most powerful financial tools available to anyone today. Why not pick up this tool and use it for yourself?

Money Saving Tip #3:

Sell all of your junk. That’s right; it’s high past time for a serious yard sale. Search throughout your house or apartment for every single item that you don’t really need, and then sell it all! Every last piece!

Take an inventory. The truth is, most people are astounded by what they own - and how much money they have tied up in items they no longer need and use. Why let it just sit and collect dust while it could collect interest instead in a savings account?

You could easily be $600, $1,200 … even $5,000 richer by the end of the week. As an added bonus, you’d have your place cleaned up, and you will have a fresh feeling of beginning all
OVER AGAIN. A GARAGE SALE IS AN EXCELLENT WAY TO START. NOT ONLY DO YOU CLEAN OUT YOUR HOUSE, BUT ALSO IT OFTEN GIVES A PSYCHOLOGICAL BOOST THAT HELPS PEOPLE GET CONTROL OF THEIR LIFE AND MONEY.

**Money Saving Tip #4:**

**Ben Franklin** said long ago: “A penny saved is a penny earned.” Yes, it’s still true and still one of the most powerful moneymaking tips in all of history. UNDERSTOOD WELL WITHIN FRANKLIN’S FAMOUS STATEMENT IS THE DIFFICULTY OF SAVING.

IT’S TOUGH TO SAVE AND MUCH EASIER TO SPEND! WE ALL KNOW THAT! THAT’S WHY EVERY PENNY SAVED TRULY IS EARNED - BECAUSE IT TAKES SO MUCH EFFORT TO HOLD ON TO THAT CASH! IF YOU CAN DO IT, IT WILL WORK MAGIC IN YOUR LIFE. HAVING A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WILL DE-STRESS YOUR LIFE. IMAGINE BEING AHEAD OF YOUR BILLS, RATHER THAN BEHIND. WHEN YOU ARE AHEAD OF YOUR BILLS, YOU ENTIRE LIFE COMES UNDER YOUR OWN CONTROL. YOU SLEEP BETTER AT NIGHT. YOUR MIND IS FREER TO COME UP WITH NEW WAYS TO MAKE MORE MONEY AND SAVE MORE. SAVING IS CONTAGIOUS - ONCE YOU LET IT GET STARTED!
**Some Tips to Help You Save:**

1. **Don’t Settle for Interest Checking.** Have a separate savings account that can’t be as easily accessed as a checking account.

2. **Keep Your Savings in a Different Bank.** One that’s off your regular route, or perhaps even in different town. That way you won’t be tempted to dip into it every time you visit the bank to make a checking deposit.

3. **Buy Short-Term Savings Bonds.** Which have 6-month to one-year maturity dates. You will get a higher rate, while at the same time keeping your money close in case of real money emergencies.

4. **If you can, open the account under two, different names and require that both signatures be required to make a withdrawal.** Two people can debate each withdrawal and keep each other in line.

5. **When you get your paycheck, immediately put a minimum of 5% in your savings account.** After just a year, you’ll be amazed by how much you have actually saved and you will feel great about it.

Visualize abundance and wealth everyday. Am I actually suggesting that you practice some sort of mysticism that will make you into a “money magnet”? Perhaps yes, maybe no. Call it what you wish - a mind game, mysticism, New Age—the solid fact is that behind every wealthy man and woman is a positive attitude toward money.

Look at it like this: It costs ZERO one way or the other to have either negative or positive thoughts. So why not have positive thoughts AND increase the odds?

There have been many studies done on the thought patterns and the mind-set of some of the richest, most successful people in the world. The one thing that they all had in common was a positive attitude toward money and their ability to earn and keep it.

**What Have You Learned? Respect money and think positively towards money. This is a great start to meaningful savings.**

The key to being able to raise emergency money when needed most is to be in the right frame of mind about money in the first place. Think positive about money and spending and save. You can’t beat that equation!
7 Serious Ways to Save Money – Not for the Faint of Heart

Do you truly want to save? Take a serious look at how you spend and then change it. Quit smoking those cigars, take in a roommate, park your car—and you’ll save as much as $10,000 a year. It really is just as easy as all that!

Are you finding it harder and harder to blame savings shortfalls on your measly pay check?

Will it surprise you to learn that how much you save has little to do with your income? Well it is very true, in fact. It has more to do with whether you want to save and are willing to adjust your finances to boost your savings.

A recent study by Venti’s and Wise, “Choice, Chance and Wealth Dispersion at Retirement,” found a very wide range in how much people at the same income levels were able to save for retirement. The study pointed out that it wasn’t just the higher income folks who managed to save the most. Indeed, even people in the lowest income groups were able to save more than some of their middle-income peers—by as much as $100,000.

What was their conclusion? Persons with little savings on the eve of retirement have simply chosen not to save as much and spend more over their lifetimes.

The key, then, is simple enough: Spend less than you earn and SAVE MORE. It is easy to see why some people get into financial trouble.

Some people don’t stop and think that earning money is only one part of the financial health equation. The other critical part is learning how to manage money and save.

A big part of the problem for so many is that people just don’t know enough about their own financial reality. They don’t even know what they earn, they don’t even know what it takes to live comfortably, and they don’t even know their true, discretionary income.”
**What can be the solution?**

People need to educate themselves. Sit down with your monthly bills and statements and figure out your real income and outgo. Then, decide if you like what you see. If not, create a realistic plan for changing it.

To help with the process, ask yourself these four essential questions: What’s my true and current financial picture?

- How do I choose to live?
- Can my current money support this and how do I really want to use my money?
- How can I best make use of my money?

Treat managing your money as if you would any other household chore and allot enough time for it each month.

Make note that: Many of the financial tools that have made life more convenient—such as credit cards—can promote very bad financial habits and prolong debt when misused. Credit cards should be used ONLY as the cash-management tool that they are and not as a borrowing tool.

Keep in mind that you are spending tomorrow’s money when you put things on a credit card. You keep locking yourself up and losing your freedom, bit by bit.

**The bottom line on financial health is Stop Spending**

**More serious savings strategies**

If you are serious about having a healthy emergency money fund, you might want to curb the consumer in you. This means, instead of spending, saving. Of course, the number one, best way of saving remains to have a portion of your weekly paycheck automatically deposited to your savings account. If you like the idea of deciding, week by week, how much savings you will deposit, take heart and adapt a serious tip or two. It’s all good if the end result is better and more savings.

Hold that “mother” of all garage sales, once and for all! Do your homework and literally do a house inventory. Journey back, all the way back, into the furthest reach of every closet and decide that, if you have not used it for more than six months, it will have to go. Most people have at least $1,000 worth of garage sale items hidden away in their home. This turns out to be a veritable gold mine for many.

Just how much do you need that nasty, pack-a-day smoking habit? In Washington state, that’s easily $5 a day—or about $1,800 a year—that can go right into your savings. This does not even begin to touch the savings in insurance and health care.

Tame the driving tiger in you. Instead, carpool or use public transportation. This will save you on gas, insurance and maintenance costs—not to mention any money spent on a headache. Using the IRS’s 2002 mileage reimbursement rate of 36.5 cents per mile as a proxy for the
COST OF COMMUTING, YOU COULD SAVE $1,141 A YEAR BY DRIVING HALF THE TIME FOR 50 WEEKS OF THE YEAR (BASED ON A 25-MILE ROUNDTRIP COMMUTE). FOR AN EVEN MORE SERIOUS APPROACH, CONSIDER NIXING YOUR CAR IF YOU LIVE IN THE CITY. SOME CITIES ARE NOW IMPLEMENTING PROGRESSIVE PROGRAMS THAT ALLOW YOU TO HAVE ACCESS TO A CAR WITHOUT THE OWNERSHIP HASSLES (E.G. “FLEXCAR” IN SEATTLE, PORTLAND AND WASHINGTON, D.C.)

BUY ITEMS USED. THE AVERAGE CONSUMER SPENDS ABOUT $1,750 A YEAR ON CLOTHING AND ITS UPKEEP, ACCORDING TO THE U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS’ MOST RECENT CONSUMER EXPENDITURE SURVEY. YOU CAN EASILY CUT THAT IN HALF BY SHOPPING AT CONSIGNMENT SHOPS AND AUCTIONS, THOUGH THE LIFE OF THE GOODS MAY BE A BIT LESS THAN BUYING NEW. TO ACCOUNT FOR THAT, THE ANNUAL SAVINGS MAY ONLY AMOUNT TO 25%, OR $437.

BECOME A HOMEBODY. AT JUST OVER $1,800 A YEAR ON AVERAGE, ENTERTAINMENT SPENDING HAS A WAY OF EATING UP THE BEST-PLANNED BUDGETS. CONSIDER THE LIBRARY FOR BOOKS, MUSIC AND MOVIES. EAT OUT LESS OFTEN. THE AVERAGE PERSON SPENDS $2,276 A YEAR ON EATING OUT. TRY CUTTING YOUR SPENDING IN HALF ON BOTH AREAS FOR ANNUAL SAVINGS OF MORE THAN $1,900.

CUT YOUR HOUSING COSTS. WHILE A MOVE ACROSS THE TRACKS MAY SAVE SOME MONEY, MOVES ARE EXPENSIVE. CONSIDER RENTING OUT A ROOM IN YOUR HOUSE. THE AVERAGE HOUSING COSTS PER PERSON IN 2004 WERE JUST OVER $13,200. IN METROPOLITAN AREAS SUCH AS SEATTLE, ROOMS EASILY GO FOR $400 A MONTH. FIGURE ABOUT $20 OF THAT GOES TO INCREASES IN UTILITY COSTS, AND YOU’VE STILL REALIZED ANNUAL SAVINGS OF MORE THAN $4,000 BEFORE ANY INCOME TAXES.

CUT UP EVERY ONE OF YOUR CREDIT CARDS. BUILD AN EMERGENCY FUND FIRST TO HANDLE MOST UNEXPECTED EXPENSES. THIS ALLOWS YOU TO BECOME YOUR OWN LENDING AGENCY. CREDIT CARDS CAN BE A CASH-FLOW MANAGEMENT TOOL, BUT PAYING ONLY THE MINIMUM WILL KEEP YOU IN DEBT FOR YEARS.

IF YOU’RE THE AVERAGE AMERICAN WITH AT LEAST ONE CREDIT CARD, YOU PROBABLY HAVE CLOSE TO $8,523 IN CREDIT CARD DEBT, ACCORDING TO INDUSTRY RESEARCH GROUP CARDWEB.COM. AT AN AVERAGE APR OF 14.4%, IT COULD COST YOU AS MUCH AS $1,100 A YEAR IN INTEREST RATES ALONE. BY SIMPLY WAITING UNTIL YOU’VE SAVED ENOUGH MONEY TO MAKE PURCHASES, YOU COULD ELIMINATE THOSE INTEREST PAYMENTS.

IF YOU’RE VERY AMBITIOUS AND FOLLOW ALL THE ABOVE TIPS, YOU COULD BE LOOKING AT SAVINGS OF SOME $12,000 A YEAR. FIGURING YOU CAN INVEST THAT AT THE HISTORICAL RATE OF RETURN OF 10%, YOUR SAVINGS DO START TO COMPOUND NICELY—AND RAPIDLY. INSTEAD OF THE DEBT, GO FOR THE EMERGENCY FUND AND SAVE.

MAKE SMALL CUTS FOR HUGE SAVINGS

TILT THE WHEEL OF CREATING WEALTH IN YOUR FAVOR. NATURALLY, SPENDING LESS IS ONE WAY. HOWEVER, TO BE SURE TO MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK HARDER FOR YOU—SET GOALS TO MAKE CERTAIN IT HAPPENS.

MANY HAVE WONDERED WHAT CAN BE THE FOOLPROOF WAY OF CREATING WEALTH. IS IT TO BUY TOP PAYING INTERNET STOCKS OR TO WORK FOR A TECH STARTUP THAT OFFERS YOU VALUABLE STOCK OPTIONS? IS THE TRICK TO COUNT EVERY PENNY OR IS THE ROAD TO WEALTH PAVED WITH RISK? DO YOU HAVE TO BE
especially smart and well-connected? Alternatively, is becoming wealthy a matter of luck?

The answer is: There is no one, true road to wealth, and all of the above have created wealth for more than just a few notable individuals. Nevertheless, you can put the odds of creating wealth on your side by following a few simple precepts.

1. Spend less than what you earn.

This can be the most overlooked scenario, because many people believe it’s a matter of cutting back on your current standard of living—a strategy that’s far too difficult for many people. Yes, you can affect your personal balance sheet by spending less money eating out or on entertaining out. Making a pot of coffee at the office instead of buying a $3 espresso will make a small difference in your cash flow. Nevertheless, the biggest difference will be made on the income side of the ledger.

If you wish to get on the right road to saving, stop looking at your budget as a pie that must be cut up into various size pieces. Instead, of trying to figure out how the different pieces will cover your expenses, concentrate on how you will expand the size of the pie. Yes, you could ask your boss for a raise. At the same time, figure out how you can begin to earn more money on the side. Start thinking about how you will sweeten the existing pie.

Think about how you’re spending your time, as well as your money. Perhaps instead of taking the family out this weekend, you could earn an extra $80 by becoming a waiter or bartender. Instead of taking the kids shopping at the mall, you could work as a salesclerk earning some extra cash.

If you don’t wish to work every weekend, think about working every other weekend to start. Instead of paying for a baby sitter while you attend a concert, take care of a few other children on Saturday or Sunday, freeing working parents to do their errands. When it comes your weekend to work, do a switch. This will save you time and money.

Then, instead of spending the extra money you earn from your part-time work, you can invest it so the money can work for you. When you do this, you will learn to appreciate your free time that much more.

2. Make your money work for you.

The ultimate secret to financial success lies in having your money do the work, so you can relax. This requires accumulating enough investment dollars so that the growth and earnings can free you from the need to work even harder. The last thing you will want to be doing is punching a time clock.

Plenty of very wealthy people continue on working simply because they enjoy what they’re doing so much. They also redefine work to include managing their money. For the wealthy, the two can go hand in hand.

Everywhere you go you will hear, “I never get to the point where I won’t have to return to work because I can’t afford to set money aside today. These people overlook the power of compound interest.”
EVERY WORKER WITH EARNED INCOME IS NOW ENTITLED TO OPEN A NON-DEDUCTIBLE IRA OR, EVEN BETTER, A Roth IRA. THE MAXIMUM $3,000-A-YEAR CONTRIBUTION WORKS OUT TO A COST OF $57.69 A WEEK. ANY HARD WORKING AMERICAN IS CAPABLE OF ACHIEVING THIS GOAL.

Moreover, a $3,000 annual investment in a Roth IRA, growing tax-free at the historical average of 10.6% for the stock market, builds to more than $500,000 in 30 years. If you start in your twenties and put $3,000 in that same Roth IRA every year, at 10.6%, you could have a nest egg of nearly, $5.2 million at age 70, according to the MSN Money's Savings Calculator. Even with an 8% annual return, you'll end up with $1.9 million.

3. Be sure your money is working for you, instead of against you.

Your money can work very powerfully for you if you make the right decisions and implement a plan of regular investing. At the same time, wrong money decisions will place deep potholes on your road to success.

The classic example is credit-card debt. Consider the example of a person who charges $2,000 on a credit card at 19.8% interest and a $40 annual fee. If you make only the minimum monthly payments (and many people do just that), it will take you 31 years and two months to pay off the balance! Moreover, along the way, you’ll pay an additional $8,202 in finance charges. This is absurd logic!

What could possibly be so important to charge today that it puts you in debt for a period far longer than the object is likely to last? (Sure, a mortgage lasts 30 years, but the interest is deductible and your home should grow in value over that time.) Most things that you want to charge on your card have a far shorter life. For many, they can do entirely without that one purchase.

If you’re already in debt, if you would only double the minimum monthly payment, you could be out of debt in less than three years. Paying down current debt is the smartest way to start on the road to financial freedom.

4. Keep a tight clasp on that wallet

When you take a close look at your paycheck, you’ll notice many deductions before you get to the amount you can cash or put in the bank. Surely, there are deductions for Social Security, federal, and perhaps state income taxes.

It’s money that’s out of your paycheck before you have a chance to even make decisions about it. Money set aside for wealth building should be treated in the exact same way. If your company offers a 401(k) retirement plan, make sure you sign up for the maximum possible contribution. It will be taken out of your paycheck, each pay period, automatically. (And if your company matches all or part of your contribution, failing to sign up is like walking away from free money!)

If you didn’t have a chance for automatic deductions to a company savings plan or even a U.S. Savings Bonds payroll deduction plan, then you’ll have to create your own automatic savings plan. Ask if your company will deposit your paycheck directly into your bank account—or
PROMISE YOURSELF TO DO IT THE DAY YOU RECEIVE THE CHECK.

THEN SIGN UP FOR AN AUTOMATIC MONTHLY DEDUCTION PLAN WITH A MUTUAL FUND COMPANY TO CREATE REGULAR DEPOSITS INTO AN IRA. YOU CAN EVEN SET UP AN AUTOMATIC DEDUCTION FOR U.S. SAVINGS BONDS AT ITS WEB SITE. THE WHOLE POINT TO THIS IS TO GET THE MONEY OUT OF YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, BEFORE YOU SEE IT AND SPEND IT.

5. CREATE MONEY SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT GOALS.

WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO HAVE $1 MILLION BY THE AGE OF 40 OR 50 OR BY THE TIME YOU RETIRE? SURE YOU WOULD!

BEGIN BY SETTING YOUR OWN GOALS. NEVER SET A GOAL YOU CAN'T CONTROL. YOUR TARGETS CAN'T DEPEND ON YOUR BOSS GIVING YOU A RAISE; THEY MUST BE REACHABLE BY YOUR OWN EFFORTS. YOU MIGHT NEED TO INVEST IN YOURSELF BY ACQUIRING MORE EDUCATION OR TRAINING SO YOU CAN QUALIFY FOR A JOB THAT PAYS MORE.

YOU MIGHT NEED TO TAKE MORE RISK IN YOUR INVESTMENTS OR IN YOUR LIFESTYLE BY TAKING ON A SECOND JOB THAT PAYS COMMISSIONS INSTEAD OF A FIXED SALARY. EVALUATE THE RISKS INVOLVED, AND UNDERSTAND THAT BY PUTTING THE ODDS ON YOUR SIDE, YOU CAN GET A LARGER RETURN.
EMERGENCY MONEY STRATEGY WHILE DEALING WITH DEBT, FINANCIAL STRESS & FAMILY

Financial stress is common among those forced into frugality because of a lost job, divorce, death in the family, or being overcome with debt, etc. This can cause a person to feel insecure, fearful, anxious, angry, and, of course, depressed.

These same feelings are easily the number one cause of poor money management decisions. These poor decisions will lead to unmanageable debt loads, and start a vicious cycle of panic that never seems to end.

When you reach this point, and you find yourself with a money emergency, your feelings of helplessness can become so overwhelming you literally stop functioning in the real world.

YOU NEED TO HAVE YOUR WITS ABOUT YOU TO RAISE EMERGENCY MONEY

Get yourself immediate help

If you recognize any of the above traits in yourself, get the help you need right away. See out a professional counselor … talk to a friend or family member … but talk to someone! If you know someone who is exhibiting the above traits, offer to help them! It doesn’t matter whether you lend them cash, an ear, offer some helpful advice, or help them get counseling, do something!

The first thing that you need to grasp is that no situation is hopeless. With just a little guidance and patience, along with a couple of well thought out goals, and emotional support from family and friends, you can do what it takes to come out of dire circumstances.

You can adapt a new outlook, new skills, and best of all, a new feeling of self-esteem. Don’t allow anyone to tell you different, and if they do, close the same door that they came into and don’t again open it! What you need is positive reinforcement and not negativity to help you get to the other side.

Seek out your true friends

When you are desperate to raise emergency funds, it usually doesn’t take very long for you to realize who really cares about you, who is truly a friend … be they family or not. Your friends will be there for you in your time of need, offer encouragement, and lend an ear so you can just talk. Ask for help in coming up with good ideas about how you can raise emergency funds during such a difficult time in your life. Be open to the many suggestions that you will receive.

Prepare to set your priorities

There comes the time when you will need to put aside your feelings and just concentrate on the well being of you, and your family. This has to be your priority during times of financial stress and upheaval. In financially stressful times, if you, as the Mom or Dad, can’t cope, how
You need to be able to come up with some quick cash fixes (without additional borrowing) to recover from a Money Emergency:

**Budgeting Tip #1:** The first thing you want to do is prioritize to get back on track very quickly. If that means letting your credit card bill go for a bit, so be it. As soon as you realize that you have a money emergency, contact your credit card issuers and request reduced interest rates and payments. Not only one, both!

**Budgeting Tip #2:** For your car payment, call the creditor and request a payment extension. Perhaps you hate payment extensions, because they require a fee and you still have to make the payment at the end of the contract. In this case, a payment extension can allow a little breathing room to help you recover during your money emergency. Expect that you will likely have to pay a fee (usually about ¼ - 1/3 the car payment amount) for the extension. Freeing up the money you need today is your first and only goal at this point.

**Budgeting Tip #3:** Check to see if your mortgage holder will allow an extension for a nominal fee. Do this today!

**Budgeting Tip #4:** Another quick fix, is to host an on the spot yard sale. You don’t have too much time for planning, so do a quick survey of your personal belongings. Come up with clothes that no longer fit, but that are in good condition, knick-knacks, dishes, and books as well as stuff you bought but no longer use. Throw it all together, quickly. Put some notices up the same day at laundry mats and grocery stores around town, and remember to place a sign at the end of your driveway. You can make a quick $300 this way with very little time and effort.

**Budgeting Tip #5:** If you have a larger item to sell, call into the local radio stations to see if they have a “call in swap show” on the weekends. This is a very popular way to quickly convert gently used and more expensive items to fast cash.

**Budgeting Tip #6:** Another quick option is with utility and telephone bills. If you aren’t already on a budget plan, ask that the current bill (plus any previous balance you owe) be set up for a budget plan. Expect to pay a down payment (usually ¼ of the bill) and that all future bills (while on the back payment budget plan) must be kept current. The nice thing about it … it’s usually interest free, and can give you some much-needed breathing space for a month. You must be sure though that you maintain the regular utility payments AND the budget payments in the coming month.

**Budgeting Tip #7:** Check with your family church regarding emergency help. Local churches can be one of the best places to find out what’s available in the community to help those in
NEED, OR IN TIMES OF EMERGENCY. CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL CHURCH, FIRST.

GETTING FAST CASH THROUGH BORROWING

IF YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY, IN A BIND, A REAL CASH EMERGENCY, AND YOU HAVE EXHAUSTED ALL OF THE ABOVE, THEN CONSIDER BORROWING. FIRST, ASK YOUR FAMILY, THEN YOUR LOCAL BANK.

AS A LAST RESORT, YOU MAY WANT TO CONSIDER WHAT’S KNOWN AS A “PAYDAY LOAN.” THESE TYPES OF BORROWING STORES CAN BE USEFUL WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
A FEW TIMELY LESSONS IN SIMPLE LIVING

PLANNING FOR A MONEY EMERGENCY TAKES PLENTY OF FORETHOUGHT. IT IS BEST TO START TO PLAN NOW RATHER THAN NEED TO SCRAMBLE TO COME UP WITH THE CASH WHEN THE NEED IS GREATEST.

• Adapt some strategic thinking.

• Reprogram your mind now to become a saver

• Simple living yields simply millions in savings

• Remind yourself that you can do with less

• Make a mindful decision to live light.

• Put your entire family on a budget

• Discuss strategies about how to build your first budget

BETTER MONEY MANAGEMENT THINKING

The first step to making better choices when it comes to how we spend our money or time is living and acting consciously and examining daily money and work habits.

Simple living is largely a matter of making better choices in life: about how we spend, consume, create community and spend our free time.

It is NOT to just consume less. It is to consume smarter or differently. We must NOT just go blindly along when it comes to consumption.

JUST SAY NO TO IMPULSE BUYING

• If you see something you want, put it aside and think about it for at least a couple of days. Chances are, the impulse should pass.

• Look to other sources of entertainment

• Find ways to socialize and create your own entertainment that don’t revolve around expensive restaurant tabs or event tickets.
• **Spend time in quiet time**

• **Quiet time helps you recharge your spiritual batteries and give you the time you need to reflect on life and make better choices.**

• **Remember that time is money after all**

• **This time issue is going to loom even larger than money. We, as a society, have concluded that time is money. The two are closely tied. Spend time wisely.**
EVERY DAY MONEY SAVING TIPS

HOW TO SAVE MONEY ON GAS

Gas prices just keep going up, and our wallets keep decreasing in size. This how-to will teach you many ways to save money at the local gas station.

Steps

1. **Take out a credit card.** Some credit cards offer gas savings when you use the card for purchases. This works in much the same way that some credit card companies give you frequent flyer miles when you use their card for purchases.

2. **Get a gas membership card.** Look for membership benefits. In addition, department and grocery stores give discounts at the fuel pump when you use their store membership cards. Shopping at Giant Eagle grocery store and using their membership card, it’s possible (at the time of this writing) to fill a car’s tank for .79 cents a gallon, with savings of $1.36 per gallon.

3. **Give your car a good tune up.** While giving your car a tune up won’t actually save you money at the pump, it will save you in gas. Using less gas saves you money over all. Have the oil changed, and have a certified mechanic give your engine a twice over.

4. **Check the WWW for deals.** Web sites let you find the best deals in your area.

5. **Buy a hybrid car.** Not only do hybrid cars give you immediate savings at the pump, the U.S. government and your local state offer tax breaks for people that use gas saving cars. Federal deductions for using gas saving cars can be as high as $2000. If you can’t afford the growing number of hybrid cars out there, consider getting a regular car with good MPG (miles per gallon), like the Toyota Echo.

6. **Turn off the AC.** Running the car’s air conditioning puts extra strain on your car’s engine. This translates into you car eating up more gas per mile. Use less gas, save money. Depending on the car you drive, at highway speeds, the AC might put less drag on your car than if all the windows are open. Therefore, you might want to keep it cool on the highway.

7. **Use the cheaper stuff.** Most modern cars run just as well with the cheap gas as they do with the more expensive gas. In fact, engineers assume the car buyer is going to use the cheap gas, and so, they design the car’s engine accordingly.

8. **Don’t fill the tank when prices are higher.** Gas suppliers and gas station owners can charge high prices for gas because they know people will pay for it. The owners monitor how much gas people are putting into their cars each day. If they hike up the price a few cents and people are still filling up their tanks, this tells the owners that people are willing to pay the high price. Adding only a few gallons to your car when prices are high sends a message to the owners that people are not happy about the high prices.

9. **Don’t drive.** Don’t drive when you don’t absolutely have to. Carpooling, walking, taking the bus, and riding a bike not only saves you gas, but these are better for the
ENVIRONMENT AND MAY BE BETTER FOR YOUR HEALTH. DO YOU REALLY NEED TO DRIVE TO THE STORE WHEN IT IS ONLY A COUPLE OF BLOCKS DOWN THE STREET?

10. CHECK THE TIRE AIR PRESSURES WEEKLY. BUY AN INEXPENSIVE MANUAL AIR PUMP AND AN ACCURATE TIRE GAUGE (NOT A PENCIL GAUGE AS THEY ARE NOT ACCURATE). KEEP ALL TIRES INFLATED TO THE SAME PRESSURE AS RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR CAR BUT NOT FOR YOUR TIRE. GO BY THE STICKER ON THE DOORFRAME AND NOT THE TIRE WALL.

11. DRIVE AT A CONSISTENT SPEED AND KEEP THE WINDOWS UP TIGHT. KEEPING THE WINDOWS CLOSED REDUCES THE DRAG ON YOUR CAR. STICKING TO THE SPEED LIMIT ALSO HELPS. SO, WILL USING LESS GEAR CHANGES AND REVVING THE ENGINE LESS. AVOID ACCELERATING FAST OR BRAKING SUDDENLY. USE CRUISE CONTROL WHEN YOU CAN.

12. CLEAN OUT ANY UNNECESSARY ITEMS IN YOUR CAR. IF YOU HAVE HEAVY OBJECTS IN YOUR CAR THAT YOU DON’T NEED - REMOVE THEM. IF YOUR CAR IS LIGHTER, IT WILL USE LESS FUEL TO GET YOU TO WHERE YOU’RE GOING.

13. AVOID LEAVING YOUR CAR IDLE. IF YOU ARE GOING TO BE STOPPED FOR MORE THAN ONE MINUTE, YOU WILL SAVE GAS BY TURNING THE CAR OFF AND RESTARTING WHEN YOU ARE READY TO GO.

14. BUY ON COLD DAYS. BUY FUEL ON COLD DAYS AND IF YOU CAN, DRIVE ON THE HOT DAYS. WHEN YOU BUY ON COLD DAYS, AND PAY FOR VOLUME, YOU BUY MORE “MASS” OF FUEL FOR THE SAME PRICE. NEVER FILL THE TANK COMPLETELY OR IT WILL OVERFLOW WHEN IT BECOMES HOTTER.

**Simpler Solutions for Managing your Money**

LET’S FACE IT, COMING UP WITH SMART AND SIMPLE WAYS OF SAVING MONEY TAKES THINKING THAT IS A BIT MORE CREATIVE.

USE SOME OF THESE SHORTCUTS TO MANAGING YOUR FINANCES. THEY ARE GUARANTEED TO SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY.

Trick your mind into saving

CAN’T ALWAYS COME UP WITH WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES? THERE IS A SIMPLE SOLUTION: TRICK YOUR OWN MIND INTO SPENDING LESS AND SAVING MORE.

IF YOU ARE UP FOR A CHALLENGE, ALLOCATE YOURSELF A WEEKLY ALLOWANCE. PUT A SET AMOUNT OF ALLOWANCE INTO AN ENVELOPE AND DETERMINE THAT THIS WILL BE ALL YOU WILL BE ALLOWED TO SPEND FOR ANY GIVEN WEEK. NEXT, DIVIDE YOUR ALLOWANCE TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR EXPENSES. WHEN YOU GET DOWN TO THE LAST $20, THAT’S THE AMOUNT YOU PUT INTO YOUR EMERGENCY FUND. WHEN THE MONEY IS GONE, THERE WILL BE NO MORE UNTIL NEXT WEEK.

Each payday, allocate a percentage to go into a secret fund used only for emergencies. When it’s crunch time, you will know it’s there.

Establish one dressser drawer just to toss single dollar bills. This way when the pizza man arrives, you will have the singles handy and won’t need to break the larger dollar amounts. This discipline forces your mind to think larger amounts and to save larger amounts. You get into the habit of spending only the singles. This works!
To control your credit card debt, carry just one card and pay it off each month. If you are tempted to over spend, the credit card goes into the safe where you only stash your emergency fund. When crunch day comes you have a credit card you can use that will always be in good standing.

Jot down expenses in a notebook and tally them at the end of each week to see if you are over or under your budget estimates. Build in more than you need so that you will always have a cushion in case of a cash emergency. Tracking your spending takes some work but if you take careful notes, you will always be able to see one or two areas where you’re leaking cash. You can then come up with an extra $20 or more per week in savings. That’s $1,000 a year in real money for an emergency fund.

More tricks to add to your own savings routine:
Have your paycheck automatically deposited directly to savings rather than to your checking account. You will transfer money to pay your bills, but you’ll think twice about withdrawing additional cash.

Make only one ATM withdrawal each week.
Subtract your credit card purchases immediately from your checking account so you’re not surprised once the bill arrives.

When you pay off a loan, add the amount to payments you’re already making to the next lender on your list. You can also send the money to a saving or investment account earmarked for a house, a vacation or a new car and this money will be made available in case of a money emergency.
PAY YOUR BILLS ONLINE AND SAVE

Nearly one-third of U.S. consumers pay their bills online, says Judy Wicks of CheckFree, the leading provider of electronic-billing and payment services. Probably the easiest way to pay your bills online is to use a safe, encrypted service—offered by banks, credit unions, brokers and companies such as AOL, MSN, Quicken or Yahoo! Arrange for an e-mail reminder that a bill is due.

The service can handle payments entirely electronically or it can generate a paper check, if necessary—to pay the guy who mows your lawn, for example. If a payment is late, many bill-paying services will reimburse you for late fees up to a certain amount (sometimes as much as $50), as long as you have scheduled the payment within their guidelines.

To shed yet more paperwork, arrange to receive bills and statements electronically. Sign up with e-billers on many services or at MyCheckFree.com.

Online bill paying also helps you to keep your finances organized. You have your records right there—what you owe, past payments—and all on one site.

Wells Fargo goes a step further: Its online-banking customers have access to My Spending Report, which they can use as a de facto budget. My Spending Report tracks online bill payments and Wells Fargo debit- and credit-card charges, and plugs them into one of 20 categories so that you can see how much you’ve spent on, say, movies and restaurant meals.

In addition, of course, you can track your spending using Microsoft Money or Quicken. With Quicken 2006, once you pay a bill there’s no need to print and file it. Instead, you can attach the bill electronically to the account from which you made your payment, so it’s always at your fingertips.

REWARD YOURSELF

Are you trying to figure out which credit card offers the best rebate? Simple solution: Take the cash and run.

It couldn’t be easier than this. With a cash rebate, you get either a check in the mail or a credit on your statement, so you don’t have to weigh the relative benefits of airline miles versus a new set of luggage. To find the best deals, we simplified the process by assuming that you spend $33 on gas each week, $100 a week on groceries and $1,000 per month on other purchases.

Tops is the Citi Dividend Platinum Select card (at . It charges 11.74% and offers rebates of 5% on purchases at supermarkets, drugstores and gas stations and 1% on everything else. However, Citi caps its annual rebate at $300, which you would reach in about eight months under our scenario (at that point you could switch to another card). Exempt from the cap are goods bought through Citi’s Dividend Merchant Network, which includes more than 200 retailers, catalogs and Internet sites. Those purchases earn rebates between 5% and 7%.

Next up is the National City Everyday Rewards Elite Visa card (at , on which our yearlong spending spree would earn a rebate of $270. National City is unique in bundling restaurants
WITH GROCERY STORES IN A SINGLE CATEGORY, WITH REBATES OF 2%. WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 10.49%, THE CARD REBATES 4% ON GAS, 3% ON MOVIES AND UP TO 1% ON EVERYTHING ELSE. THERE ARE SPENDING CAPS IN SOME CATEGORIES.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS BLUE CASH CARD (AT WWW.AMERICANEXPRESS.COM) CARRIES AN INTEREST RATE OF 11.24%. IT GIVES YOU UP TO 5% ON GROCERIES, GAS AND DRUGSTORE PURCHASES, AND UP TO 1.5% ON THE REST OF YOUR CHARGES, UP TO A MAXIMUM EXPENDITURE OF $50,000. TOTAL REBATE IN OUR EXAMPLE: $266.

THE CAPITAL ONE NO HASSLE CASH CARD (AT WWW.CAPITALONE.COM) OFFERS A REBATE OF UP TO 3% ON GAS AND GROCERIES AND 1% ON EVERYTHING ELSE YOU BUY, WITH NO DOLLAR LIMIT AND A RELATIVELY MODEST 9.9% INTEREST RATE. YOU WOULD EARN AN ANNUAL REWARD OF $237 IN OUR SCENARIO.

THE CHASE FREE CASH REWARDS PLATINUM VISA CARD (AT , WHICH CARRIES AN INTEREST RATE OF 11.99%, GIVES YOU ONE POINT FOR EVERY DOLLAR SPENT ON PURCHASES (WITH A $60,000 SPENDING CAP). IN ADDITION, IT HAS AN INTERESTING TWIST: A ONE-POINT BONUS FOR EVERY DOLLAR YOU PAY IN INTEREST. EACH TIME YOU ACCRUE 2,500 POINTS, YOU RECEIVE A CHECK FOR $25. WITHOUT THE INTEREST BONUS, YOU’D BE ELIGIBLE FOR A REBATE OF $189, SO THE CARD IS MORE ATTRACTIVE FOR CARD USERS WHO OFTEN CARRY A BALANCE.

WHEN SAVING FOR AN EMERGENCY FUND – YOU JUST CAN’T GO WRONG WITH CASH!
**Multiple Ways to Make the Most of a Year-end Bonus**

If you have a nice chunk of extra cash to look forward to each year, think now about the best ways to put it to work for you.

Maybe this year you’ll get lucky. You’ve applied for that great, higher-paying promotion and this will boost your monthly pay by $500. You want to make sure the money goes toward building a better future rather than being squandered on items, you just don’t need.

That’s the beauty of getting a year-end raise or bonus—it’s one of the rare opportunities to make a big difference in your finances without having to make sacrifices. You’ve been living without the money previously, so you can take any financial medicine you need even without altering your present lifestyle.

Financial Triage
Consider first that all extra cash should first be used to solidify your base. Next, pay off all credit-card debt.

This can have a gigantic ripple effect on the rest of your finances. As soon as you stop paying higher interest charges each month, you’ll have more money to devote to any other goals.

*Pad your emergency fund*, if you don’t already have three to six months’ worth of living expenses in a safe and liquid account. That way you won’t have to go into debt or raid long-term savings for unexpected bills when the bigger emergencies do arrive.

*Add contributions to your 401(k)*, if you haven’t hit the limit. You’ll avoid paying more taxes on the extra cash, and you may earn free money if you get an employer match. You can also invest part of your bonus in your IRA if you haven’t contributed $3,000 for 2004 ($3,500 if you’re 50 or older). If you’ve already reached that limit, use your bonus to make your 2005 IRA contribution in January (the limit rises to $4,000 next year, $4,500 if you’re 50 or older) or earmark a bigger chunk of your raise each month.

Take a Look at That Long-term Debt
Now that you have boosted your financial foundation, you have more flexibility. Watson is already in great shape—she’s maxing out her 401(k) and Roth IRA contributions—but she still has about $17,000 in student loans hanging over her head. The loans carry a low, 3.5% rate, so she’s trying to choose between adding the $500 a month to her loan payments or investing the extra money.

With interest rates that low, paying off the loan doesn’t need to be a priority. “If you can earn at least 3.5% in the marketplace, and I believe that you can, then investing is the better way to go,” says Brian Jones, a certified financial planner in Fairfax, Va. Investing becomes even more important if you need to save for a short-term goal, such as buying a house.

However, it’s okay if you’d rather pay off a student loan to get it out of the way. “Psychologically, it’s important to get these debts behind you before you start to move ahead,” says Mari Adam, a certified financial planner in Boca Raton, Fla. “I know people in their 30’s who still have big loans, and that debt becomes like a ball and chain around their
THE SAME IS TRUE IF YOU’RE THINKING OF DEVOTING PART OF YOUR RAISE TO MAKING EXTRA MORTGAGE PAYMENTS. CHRIS CRROCKET, A DOCTOR IN TUPELO, MISS., IS GETTING A BIG BONUS THIS YEAR THAT COULD BE ENOUGH TO PAY OFF HIS MORTGAGE THAT HAS 10 YEARS REMAINING AT 4.75%. AS LONG AS HE’S COVERED HIS OTHER BASES, PAYING OFF THE LOAN COULD GIVE HIM THE EQUIVALENT OF A GUARANTEED 4.75% RETURN.

ELIMINATING YOUR MORTGAGE PAYMENT CAN ALSO HELP IF YOU’LL BE RETIRING SOON OR WORRY THAT YOU MAY LOSE YOUR JOB, SAYS EVELYN D’AMICO, A FINANCIAL PLANNER IN PAOLI, PA. HOWEVER, YOU DON’T WANT TO TIE UP TOO MUCH MONEY IN A SINGLE INVESTMENT. FOR BETTER DIVERSIFICATION, YOU COULD DEVOTE PART OF YOUR RAISE OR BONUS TO YOUR MORTGAGE AND THEN INVEST THE REST.

DON’T FORGET TO TREAT YOURSELF
IT IS TIME TO HAVE SOME FUN AND YOU DESERVE IT! YOU WORKED HARD FOR YOUR BONUS OR RAISE, SO, GO OUT THERE AND HAVE SOME FUN.
YOU CAN SET UP A VACATION FUND.

USE PART OF YOUR EXTRA CASH TODAY TO PAY FOR THE TRIP YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED. YOU ONLY NEED TO SET ASIDE $310 PER MONTH IN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT PAYING 2% TO END UP WITH $5,000 FOR SPRINGTIME IN ITALY IN 2006. IMAGINE SPENDING THE SPRING IN ITALY! NOW THAT WOULD BE SOME KIND OF VACATION.

SPEND SOME MONEY ON YOUR HOME.
MANY HOME IMPROVEMENTS CAN SAVE YOU BIG MONEY OVER THE LONG HAUL. FOR EXAMPLE, THINK ABOUT THE VALUE OF STORM-RESISTANT WINDOWS AND SHUTTERS. SPENDING AN EXTRA FEW THOUSAND DOLLARS NOW, NOT ONLY HELPS PROTECTS YOUR HOME, BUT ALSO CAN INCREASE ITS VALUE AND LOWER THE PREMIUMS ON YOUR HOMEOWNER’S POLICY. THIS IS SMART PLANNING!

A FEW USEFUL SAVINGS STRATEGIES
1. DON’T PAY A DIME FOR ANYTHING THAT YOU CAN MAKE OR FIX FOR YOURSELF.
2. PROLONG THE LIFE OF WHATEVER YOU OWN.
3. USE LESS OF WHAT YOU NEED.
4. **Think creatively. The answer doesn’t have to be “buy a new one.”**

5. **Don’t toss anything if it can be reused or recycled somehow.**

You could do these tried-and-true, pioneer values now.

If you really want to save money, you can’t just look at ways to save now. You have to look at your life, today.

**Simple Ways to Bring both Calm AND Savings into your Life**

*Saving is far more than just an action – it is a way of living, day-by-day.*

Start to be calm by first slowing. Whatever it is that you are working on now, stop. Spend the next 30 minutes a day in silence and solitude. You need to teach your mind how to relax, so you can shift from the work-and-spend treadmill and then focus on what’s most important to you.

A calm heart is a tidy heart. It is time to clean up your act. Start today by spending 15 minutes every day going through a closet, a shelf, a drawer, and getting rid of anything you don’t use or cherish. Once you start on these surface areas, weeding that out, the skills and mindset carry over to more complex areas like your work, money and relationships.

It is now time to learn what is enough. Being calm and saving is really about transforming your life in a conscious and deliberate manner. It is determining what is enough in your life, so that you can do more with even less.

Finally, seek out some good support—whether you’re trying to save money or simplify your life.

Don’t go this alone. With Americans $2 trillion deep in debt, you’re certainly not alone in your desire to save money. Find a friend who can help you to get started and then get busy. You will be glad that you did.
SLASH YOUR ELECTRIC BILL IN 6 EASY STEPS

SPENDING LOTS TO SAVE PENNIES MAKES VERY LITTLE SENSE, BUT IF YOU’RE already in the market for a new appliance, consider the Web as your first line of defense in energy-savings.

Perhaps you weren’t so Eco-conscious until that glaring electric bill landed in your mailbox. It’s time to become mindful of the green in your wallet and save energy at the same time.

Start by simply unplugging unused appliances, lowering the temperature on your electric water heater to 120 degrees F, and washing only full loads of dishes and air drying them.

At the same time take a look at the free online calculators to get customized tips for improving your home’s energy efficiency at Home Energy Saver, a Web site sponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Energy (DOE).

Spending hundreds to save pennies generally doesn’t make sense, but if you’re already in the market for a new appliance, or even light bulbs, consider the Web your first energy-savings tool.

**Think Climate Control**
A typical household uses the bulk of its energy for heating and cooling—up to 44% of your utility bill, according to the DOE’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Network (EREN).

Install a programmable thermostat. This can reduce energy wasted while heating or cooling a house when no one is home or everyone’s asleep.

According to the Home Energy Saver site, Energy Star programmable thermostats can save as much as 20% to 30% on your heating or cooling costs by allowing for multiple daily settings and automatically adjusting when the outside temperature changes. Participating manufacturers include Honeywell, Hunter Fan and Smart Systems International. Unfortunately, it’s not easy to search for programmable thermostats by Energy Star status. Instead, keep an eye out for those with features typical of the Energy Star thermostats: temperature recovery systems, two programs and four temperature settings.

**Think Ceiling fans**
When you move the air, you tend to feel cooler. This allows for higher summertime thermostat settings. According to EREN, the effect is equivalent to lowering the air temperature by about 4° F (2° C), and using less energy than air conditioners in doing so.

**Think Lighting, Cooking and Other Appliances**
The next-biggest household energy use after climate control is for lighting, cooking and other appliances. Not counting the fridge, these make up about 33% of a typical utility bill.

**Think Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL’s)**
CFL’s will use up to 75% less energy than standard incandescent bulbs and will last up to 10 times longer, according to Home Energy Saver. This is very good, because they’re also more expensive to start with.
CHECK YOUR LOCAL UTILITY FOR IDEAS. LOOK FOR A FREE “CONSERVATION KIT”, CONTAINING AMONG OTHER THINGS, TWO CFL’S. THIS, OF COURSE, IS A TERRIFIC DEAL!

**THINK ENERGY-EFFICIENT APPLIANCES**

USE THE ENERGY STAR SITE AS A STARTING POINT TO SEARCH FOR MAYTAG WASHING MACHINES. LOOK FOR THE ATLANTIS MAV9600 HIGH-EFFICIENCY MODEL FOR $689 AT BEST MAYTAG.

AMONG HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, THE REFRIGERATOR IS LIKELY YOUR BIGGEST ENERGY CONSUMER, ESPECIALLY IF IT’S MORE THAN 15 YEARS OLD. IT CAN ACCOUNT FOR UP TO 9% OF YOUR ENERGY COSTS ALONE. AGAIN, LOOK TO THE ENERGY STAR SITE FOR A LIST OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT MODELS IF YOU’RE LOOKING TO REPLACE YOURS.

**HOT WATER HEATING**

HEATING WATER IS THE THIRD-BIGGEST HOME-ENERGY COST AND TYPICALLY ACCOUNTS FOR 14%-20% OF YOUR TOTAL ENERGY BILL.

**THINK HOT WATER JACKETS**

HOT WATER JACKETS USUALLY SELL FOR $10 TO $20, AND SHIPPING CHARGES FOR BUYING THEM ONLINE CAN EASILY INCREASE THEIR COST BY 50% OR MORE. USE THE WEB TO FIND OFFLINE DEALS IN THIS CASE.

**THINK AERATING, LOW-FLOW FAUCETS AND SHOWER HEADS**

BOTH NIAGARA AND AM CONSERVATION MODELS POPPED UP ON A VARIETY OF ENVIRONMENTAL SITES, INCLUDING EnerGyGuide, WHICH ALSO HAD THE BEST PRICE FOR THE FOUR-WAY ADJUSTABLE NIAGARA SHOWER HEAD AT $6.75. THE NICE THING ABOUT ORDERING FROM EnerGyGuide IS THAT IT AUTOMATICALLY SEARCHES FOR ANY REBATES BASED ON THE ZIP CODE YOU ENTER.

WHEN YOU’RE CONSIDERING BUYING A NEW HOME, YOU CAN PLAN FOR ENERGY SAVINGS FROM THE GROUND UP WITH AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT HOMEBUILDING PROJECT. CHECK THE DOE’S BUILDING AMERICA AND THE EPA SITES TO FIND PROJECTS NEAR YOU.
GOOD WAYS TO FIND FREE MONEY

If you are tired of making lifestyle changes to accommodate your savings plans then read on. These ideas lead you to prime places to look for money that’s already rightfully yours.

Some people see little point in changing their ways to save a quick $5 or $10. These same people find it difficult to believe such small amounts can actually make a significant difference to their bottom line. They’d much rather indulge in a little daily luxury, like enjoying a cup of espresso each day, then tighten their belts for what they see as measly savings.

For all the spendthrifts at heart, here are some concrete ways to save on things you are already paying for. No need to change your lifestyle or habits in the least. Think of it as money that you are already overpaying to others.

Step up to the plate and claim your free money!

Talking on your cell-phone
You thought you were going to need 2,000 minutes a month, only to find 300 or even 200 would do just as well.

If you’re coming to the end of your contract, or if your service provider is willing to waive the early-termination fee, ask to have your deal changed as soon as possible.

Think about this: Verizon’s America’s Choice 3,200-minute plan runs about $200 per month; you’ll spend just $40 for its 400-minute America’s Choice plan. This is provided you don’t start going over on your minutes and incurring pricey overage charges, that’s $160 in savings each month, or $1,920 a year. Even changing from the America’s Choice 1,100-minute plan at $80, would still cut your telephone bill in half for an added $480 in your pocket.

Local and long-distance calling: If you’re not using all of your cell-phone minutes each month on a plan that doesn’t allow you to just roll them over, you can at least offset your landline costs with those otherwise-wasted minutes. Are you already doing this? Try bundling your local and long-distance plans if you’re regularly spending more than $50 per month. Many bundled plans start at just $50 before taxes and fees and allow you to talk for as long as you want without the huge bills.

Calculate all of the above carefully, though. If your usage is not steady, you’ll pay the same rate every month, meaning no breaks for vacations when your usage normally decreases.

Your checking account: When was the last time you looked at the monthly fees your bank assesses on your checking account? By switching to a non-interest-bearing account, you can pay far less money and avoid higher fees.

Bankrate.com’s annual survey of checking accounts found that average monthly fees are up to $10.86 on interest-bearing accounts, vs. $3.72 for regular checking accounts. You’ll have to keep $2,258 socked away in that interest-bearing account to avoid fees versus the $245
MINIMUM FOR THE NON-INTEREST ACCOUNT. So, what are you giving up?

AVERAGE YIELDS SAT AT A PALTRY 0.27% IN THE FALL OF 2003, THE TIME OF THE BANKRATE REPORT. MEANTIME, IF YOU CAN, TRY TO PLAN YOUR ATM WITHDRAWALS. THE AVERAGE FEE YOU’LL PAY FOR USING ANOTHER BANK’S ATM MACHINE IS $2.69 -- $1.40 TO THE ATM’S BANK AND $1.29 TO YOUR OWN. ELIMINATING ONLY ONE OF THESE WITHDRAWALS EACH WEEK CAN SAVE YOU A NICE $140 PER YEAR.

YOUR INSURANCE: You can save on your insurance policies in a variety of ways. Ask your insurance provider outright for discounts: Besides the usual good student and safety discounts on auto policies, ask for a multi-policy discounts if you’re insuring more than one vehicle. Raise your deductibles on older cars or drop collision coverage altogether if your car is worth less than $1,000. RAISING YOUR DEDUCTIBLE FROM $200 TO $500 CAN REDUCE YOUR PREMIUM BY AS MUCH AS 30%, ACCORDING TO INSURE.COM.

NEVER OVERPAY TO BORROW YOUR CREDIT CARDS. DO YOU THINK THAT 2% OR 3% ISN’T WORTH FIGHTING FOR ON YOUR CREDIT CARD’S APR? CONSIDER THIS: IF YOU’RE AN AVERAGE AMERICAN, YOU OWE $8,940 IN HOUSEHOLD CREDIT CARD DEBT, ACCORDING TO CARDWEB.COM’S CARDDATA SERVICE. AT THE AVERAGE APR OF 16.44%, YOU’LL PAY $1,470 PER YEAR JUST IN INTEREST ALONE.

FOR EVERY 1% DECREASE IN APR, YOU WILL SAVE $89. HOWEVER, THE DIFFERENCE IS FAR MORE DRAMATIC OVER THE ENTIRE LIFE OF YOUR DEBT. FIGURING YOU CAN MAKE MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 5% OF YOUR DEBT PER MONTH, YOU’LL PAY $3,334 IN TOTAL INTEREST AT THE HIGHER RATE. HOWEVER, AT AN APR OF 13.44%, YOU’LL HAVE PAID $2,551 -- THAT IS 23% LESS.

ALSO, LOTS OF CARDS COME WITH ADDED BENEFITS, SUCH AS AIRLINE MILES OR, BETTER YET, EVEN CASH BACK. AMERICAN EXPRESS’ BLUE CASH CARD REWARDS YOU WITH UP TO 5% CASH BACK; THE GM CARD AWARDS 5% BACK TOWARD A GM NEW CAR PURCHASE OR LEASE. ON THE AVERAGE CREDIT CARD DEBT OF $8,940, THAT WORKS OUT TO $447. USE MSN MONEY’S CREDIT CARD ANALYZER TO FIND OTHER LOW-RATE AND CASH-BACK CARDS. IN ADDITION, YOU CAN CHECK CARDWEB FOR A LIST OF THE MONTHLY REWARDS THAT CREDIT CARDS ARE OFFERING.

YOUR MORTGAGE. YOUR BIGGEST SAVINGS POTENTIAL HERE IS TO GET RID OF PMI, OR PRIVATE MORTGAGE INSURANCE. PMI PROTECTS THE LENDER SHOULD YOU DEFAULT ON YOUR LOAN. YOU’RE OBLIGATED TO PAY THIS SO LONG AS YOUR EQUITY REMAINS BELOW 20%, BUT ONCE YOU CROSS THAT MAGIC THRESHOLD, YOU SHOULD ASK YOUR LENDER TO DROP THE FEE.

THE LAW ACTUALLY SAYS YOUR LENDER MUST DROP THE FEE ONCE YOUR EQUITY CROSSES 22%, PROVIDED YOU HAVE A CONVENTIONAL LOAN ORIGINATED OR REFINANCED AFTER JULY 29, 1999 AND YOU HAVE A GOOD PAYMENT HISTORY. HOWEVER, IF YOU HAVE AN OLDER LOAN, YOU COULD BE PAYING THIS UNNECESSARILY WITHOUT REALIZING IT.

DEPENDING ON THE SIZE OF YOUR MORTGAGE, THIS COULD BE ADDING HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS TO YOUR MORTGAGE COST ANNUALLY. LOOK INTO THIS, TODAY.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CURRENT RESOURCES
BEGIN BY USING WHAT YOU HAVE. PAYING FOR INTERNET ACCESS ALREADY? E-MAIL CAN BE A GREAT WAY TO CUT YOUR LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE COSTS. IT MAY NOT BE A SUBSTITUTE FOR YOUR WEEKLY HEART-TO-HEARTS WITH DAD, BUT IT PROBABLY SHOULD SUBSTITUTE FOR THE “WHEN CAN WE GET TOGETHER AGAIN?” CALLS. WHY SPEND PRECIOUS MONEY LEAVING VOICE MAIL?
TAKE THE TIME TO GET RID OF WHAT YOU DON’T USE. IF YOU’RE NOT USING IT, YOU WON’T MISS IT WHEN IT’S GONE. DONATE ALL UNWANTED ITEMS FOR A TAX DEDUCTION, HAVE A GARAGE SALE OR SELL THEM ON EBAY. IF YOU HAVE TO COME UP WITH MONEY FOR A STORAGE UNIT FOR ALL THAT STUFF, IT’S TIME TO ELIMINATE THAT DEBT.

PAY ATTENTION TO POTENTIAL INCOME
Perhaps you have had a hobby for years but have never considered it as a money earner. Take a good look at it now. If you love to scrapbook, consider putting an ad in the paper to teach others how to do the same. At the same time, establish a Web page where others can sign up to learn your craft online.

Could you have old money just waiting to be claimed? Perhaps, you made a move and forgot about an old bank account. There are plenty of free sites that list people who are owed money by insurance companies, banks and utilities. Try MissingMoney and CashUnclaimed.

ASK FOR A DEAL
It’s that time again when you need to go out and buy a big-ticket item. You know by now to shop around for the best price but are you prepared to ask for a deal. Next time you have your heart set on that ruby ring and you are prepared to drop 3K to make the purchase, stop and think about haggling that price a bit. Don’t just assume because you are at a finer jewelry store that the price will be carved in stone. Ask. It never hurts to ask.

Thanks for reading! You may be interested in the following related offers:

Making Millions With a Simple Joke! Discover how this broke stand-up comic turned a simple joke formula into a million dollar sales hook Click here to watch this revealing video

Bob Proctor Says ‘The Law of Attraction is Incomplete!’
Discover the 11 forgotten laws that will finally uncover the Law of Attractions true potential and find out why the Law of Attraction has not been working for you! Click here to discover the truth that most LOA gurus don’t know

Boost You Email List Sign-Up by 1000% FOR FREE!!!
Watch this free video and find out how you can EASILY boost your email sign up rates by 1000% Click here to watch the free video

For More FREE Books Visit:
www.freebookoftheday.com

You may freely distribute or sell this ebook. The content of this book must NOT be edited, changed or added to in any way. If you would like to make money giving this book away please click here for details
STOP DREAMING AND BECOME AN AUTHOR YOURSELF TODAY!

It's Free, Easy and Fun!

At our sister website, Foboko.com, we provide you with a free 'Social Publishing Wizard' which guides you every step of the eBook creation/writing process and let's your friends or the entire community help along the way!

Logon onto Foboko.com and get your story told!